The problem treated in this paper is roughly the inversion of elliptic systems of singular integral equations in a half-space of R n . Ellipticity means that the system is invertible over the whole of R n , in our case explicitly. We first introduce notation and some spaces of (vector-valued) 
The first estimate means that M is 1-1 and has a closed range. The second ("dual") estimate assures that the range of M is full. Thus as 5->+ 00 the operator M becomes left invertible, as s->•-00 it becomes right invertible. REMARK. The estimates of Theorem A settle the problem of obtaining a priori L p estimates for elliptic partial differential equations in n + 1 dimensional domains with piecewise smooth boundary operators (so called "mixed" problems). These (usually L 2 ) estimates were obtained before under very special conditions [3] , [4] , [5] and [8] .
METHOD OF PROOF. For Theorem B, we first prove the following reduction : LEMMA 
Let Mi = F~lM(l, rjl^-^F. Then estimate \\Y + u\\ ^ C\\Y + MY + u\\, UEL* (norms are L P (R\) norms) is equivalent to the family of estimates
The operators M\ are easier to study since their symbols are essentially one-dimensional. As usual with this type of problem, one tries to factor the symbol into product of matrices holomorphic in I m rj>0 and Im 77 <0. Here it suffices to factor ikf(|, 77) for fixed £ and then substitute 771J I"" 1 , rj) (rj+iy has the same value at ± 00 and is factorizable. Factoring it, we get for Af(|, rj) LEMMA 
For a fixed £ 5^0 we have (suppressing the dependence on I):
(4) M (I n) = Ql\ v ) fa -if (^A\n + i)-*Q + (ri) \rj + %/
